INVESTING
IN TRUST

Sustainability Strategies For Retail Banks

The state of play
Retail banks are a daily presence in the average consumer’s life. This puts them in a unique position to connect
with their clients on sustainability. Today, most retail banks have developed sustainable offers with a wide net
of maturity levels. Yet, the typical consumer does not seem to see their bank as a partner on their sustainability
journey. Moreover, banks have an actively negative image when it comes to promoting a sustainable future.

Mutually mistaken perception
Consumers’ priorities have been changing for the past few years, with a growing emphasis on ethical and
sustainable products and services. This can mean several things for their relationships with banks. If financial
institutions do not fully align with expectations on sustainability, some consumers would be willing to change
banks. For various parallel reasons, others struggle to associate their sustainable journey with their financial
choices. The range of consumer profiles is vast, but overall, very few believe their decisions can have at least
as significant an impact on the sustainable transformation of the economy as recycling, brand selection, and
dietary habits.

A survey from Visa found that
50% of all respondents were
willing to open an additional
sustainable bank account, or
switch to another bank with
sustainable value propositions.1

Message received
Retail banks have evolved in parallel with their client base. Similarly, they continue to mature at different rates
as their consumers show vast heterogeneity in behaviors. Today, legislation like the Paris Accord has put Europe
at the forefront of sustainable retail banking. What can retail banks from the US and APAC learn from Europe?
Figure 1: Distribution of retail banks measured according to the richness of sustainable offers and their level of ESG impact.
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Missing the point
If both consumers and retail banks are moving in the same direction, what prevents them from effectively
working together? Why is it consumers are unable to recognize their bank as a partner on their sustainability
journey? On the other hand, what’s stopping banks from demonstrating the value of their existing sustainable
offers to their consumers?
Today’s consumer

50%

92%

87%

Would switch banks

Want eco-friendly banks

Expect recyclable cards

An image to change
Part of the problem lies in the image retail banks have manufactured by persisting with outmoded practices.
To improve their reputation, retail banks will have to work on their transparency, discontinue any green- and
rainbow washing, and open direct and honest lines of communication with their clients. Only then can banks
begin to expect a relationship of trust with their clients, becoming advisors on and partners in sustainability.

The three-dimensional approach
Retail banks can show activists the transformative potential of their financial decisions. To do this, they must
employ a three-dimensional strategy that will enable them to grow on the two most vital fronts: levels of trust
and systemic education.

Transforming with Capgemini Invent
Capgemini Invent has identified the three interconnected levers for their clients in the retail banking space to
unlock their potential, thereby becoming recognized sustainability leaders with a true impact on the sustainable
transformation of the economy.
By leading the way in this transformation, retail banks will reap the benefits that come from being first in a space:
Increased income and
market share

More reputable brand
perception

Getting ahead of the
learning curve

Gaining technological
leadership

Patenting brands

Reducing costs and
scaling

Our point of view
Our point of view, Investing in Trust: Sustainability Strategies for Retail Banks takes a closer look at the
current landscape and outlines our three-dimensional solution.
Find out how to get the ethical, long-term growth that comes with our sustainable offer.
Contact Invent@Capgemini.com to request your complimentary copy of our report today.

Follow us on:
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About
Capgemini Invent
As the digital innovation, design and transformation brand of the
Capgemini Group, Capgemini Invent enables CxOs to envision
and shape the future of their businesses. Located in more than
36 offices and 37 creative studios around the world, it comprises
a 10,000+ strong team of strategists, data scientists, product
and experience designers, brand experts and technologists who
develop new digital services, products, experiences and business
models for sustainable growth.
Capgemini Invent is an integral part of Capgemini, a global leader
in partnering with companies to transform and manage their
business by harnessing the power of technology. The Group
is guided everyday by its purpose of unleashing human energy
through technology for an inclusive and sustainable future. It
is a responsible and diverse organization of over 340,000 team
members in more than 50 countries. With its strong 55-year
heritage and deep industry expertise, Capgemini is trusted by its
clients to address the entire breadth of their business needs, from
strategy and design to operations, fueled by the fast evolving and
innovative world of cloud, data, AI, connectivity, software, digital
engineering and platforms. The Group reported in 2021 global
revenues of €18 billion.
Visit us at

www.capgemini.com
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